Abstract. Using a 48-coefficient spherical harmonic expansion of the geomagnetic field for 1955.0, the results of an analysis due to Finch and Leaton, it is shown that geomagnetic field lines appear to interlink the northern and southern auroral zones. Theoretical average auroral isochasms are also estimated using an integral invariant for particle motion along the lines of force and between the northern and southern hemispheres. Some conditions pertinent to simultancity and similarity of the aurora borealis and the aurora australis are discussed.
Introduction. It has long been noted that auroral rays appear aligned more or less closely to geomagnetic field lines in the upper atmos-
phere [Chapman and Barrels, 1940] . Early theoretical studies of StSrmer [1907] proposed that certain auroral particles spiraled down a line of geomagnetic force to a height a few hundred kilometers above the ground where they were reflected at a suitable magnetic field value. In the absence of collisions a particle in the northern hemisphere would then spiral and move along a line of force into the southern hemisphere where in the same way the reflection process would be repeated. This early theoretical work hence raised the question of the possible simultaneity and similarity of auroral displays at opposite intersections of geomagnetic field lines with suitable atmospheric levels of the northern and southern hemispheres.
Other theoretical workers [Chapman and Ferraro, 1931 , 1932 , 1933 Fer'raro, 1952; Al•-v•n, 1950 Al•-v•n, , 1955 Martyn, 1951; Vestinc, 1947] have noted that charged particles may leave a ring current distributed symmetrically about the equatorial plane and penetrate the earth's atmosphere into the auroral zones to produce aurora and polar geomagnetic disturbances. If particles leave a current ring, they should then arrive at auroral levels along a specified auroral zone. The position and shape of the ring current, and the field lines intersecting it, may determine the zone of maximum auroral frequency. Conversely, given an average auroral zone, points upon it constrained to move along geomagnetic field lines should intersect a possible ting-current source. It may be expected that these lines of force ending at the northern average auroral zone when followed southward should provide a conjugate zone in antarctic regions. In a previous paper the authors have compared the southern conjugate zone so derived, with observation, using the first 8 Gauss coefficients of the spherical harmonic representation of the earth's main field [Vestinc and Sibley, 1959] . In the present paper this work is further discussed and extended, by means of the first 48 Gauss coefficients, using results of an analysis due to Finch and Leaton [1957] . An examination is made also of the intersection of the estimated field lines connecting the northern and southern auroral zones with the earth's equatorial plane. This study suggests that the supposed ring current, comprising transient drifting charge distributions in outer reaches of the radiation belt from which portions may drain at least weakly on a continuous basis into auroral regions, has an equatorial cross section of oval form. Finally, the changes in the mirror point of trapped radiation with height above each auroral zone are discussed in relation to auroral 1967 and geomagnetic phenomena. It is concluded that drifts of particles due to space-gradients of the geomagnetic field may also be of significance.
The average auroral zones and isochasms inferred if auroral particles are drained from the outer reaches of the Van Allen radiation belt (at least on a temporary basis) are estimated using integral invariants. These results proved so successful that the StSrmer spiraling motion of trapped radiation between northern and southern hemispheres seems likely to be of considerable significance in the case of aurora. Their east-west drift seems to offer an unforced explanation of the averaged directions of auroral arcs. Thus clouds of particles may be substantially trapped for a period of some minutes to several hours within high interzonal levels of the geomagnetic field, perhaps meanwhile being replenished directly from solar or other sources. where i is the current and r the perpendicular distance from the current, this current will contribute a field additional to that of the earth's main field F at auroral levels. If we take a westward flowing current at the northern auroral zone and a direction of r perpendicular to the main field F, north of the current the field will be ? + y, and south of the current it will be F --•. If i is directed eastwards the situation will be reversed.
In early morning hours in the northern hemisphere, i is directed to the west. Then the mirror points for particles should be higher above the ground to the north of the electrojet, and lower to the south of the electrojet. It is not yet known what are the consequences of change in mirror point with the position and strength of the current i. One of the simplest possibilities is that in the case of a westward-directed northern electrojet, the current at times may tend to drift to the south, due to enhanced ionization produced by particles mirroring to a lower level to the south at such times. Conversely, in the case of an eastward-directed electrojet, the tendency may be reversed. This may be a possible explanation of the effect of this kind noted by Harang [ 1951] . terns of radio blackouts and more complex auroral forms might be explained. Actual calculation of the charge required to drive the electrojets is difficult, but a voltage of the order of a few tenths of a millivolt would probably suffice. The driving force will be along, and probably also perpendicular to, the auroral zone, perhaps depending upon the unstable drainage of the temporarily trapped auroral particles into the Van Allen radiation belt, or, in any event, within the geomagnetic field. Such drainage of auroral particles has in fact been suggested by Van Allen and his co-workers.
Stability o• auroral displays. The auroral displays imagined to arise from temporarily trapped radiation in unstable condition draining into the northern and southern auroral zones, during night hours, must have a stability adequate to maintain the position and charge supply for periods of order minutes and even hours. Since some differential penetration of ions with respect to electrons will occur, the electrojet or auroral-forming plasma will be subject to electric fields tending to disrupt the display. These electric fields will build up more slowly if the electrojet forming plasma is anchored in the electrically conducting E region. In fact, the first part of an auroral display, after a glow, may be associated with increase of electrical conductivity of the E region, permitting the homogeneous arc which follows to remain quiescent and steady for some time. With rise in the electrical forces, associated also with exponential growth in time of irregularities or flutes in the display, ray arcs may form. These are anchored in higher, less-conducting levels of the atmosphere, so that their duration is transitory, ending in an instability disrupting the display. Dissipation of the disrupting forces may then permit the sequence of auroral forms to recur in the same locality, tending to lead to a typical auroral morphology associated with the growth of instabilities, viz., homogeneous arc --) ray arc --• rays and draperies -• corona-• pulsating patches.
Intersection Figures 3 and 4 , the values at the points shown are those computed directly by machine to be I = 15.7 units. It will be noted also that the heights of conjugate mirror points seldom vary by more than 200 km. Other results relating to conjugate points are summarized in Table I and Figure 9 .
Since the foregoing work was undertaken an interesting paper by Hultqvist [1958] 
